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REPORT OF THE SUPERVISOR OF SCHOOLS,
For the Last Financial Year.
To the School Board of Fitzwilliam:
Allow me to present you with my second report of the
condition and standing of your public schools for the last
financial year.
It is a pleasure for me to be able to say, I am fully
persuaded that there has been on the part of parents and
patrons a growing interest the last year in behalf of your
schools, which has expressed itself in more visits to them,
in causing their children to be more punctual and constant
in their attendance and more obedient to the rules and
regulations thereof However there is decided need of more
improvement in this regard. Parents and children do not
realize to the extent they should, that absences and tardi-
nesses occasion losses to children that can never be made
up ; though some appear to feel that it is otherwise, think-
ing that a recitation lost, or a tardiness permitted can
readily be restored, which is an impossibility, producing
loss to mind and character, dropping them to a lower
plain every time that they occur. If those in charge of the
young could be made to realize this irreparable loss, it does
seem that they would do their utmost to guard against it.
Is it not to be feared that some parents, at least, do not
comprehend the fact that they are responsible for the ph3^si-
cal, mental and moral welfare of their children, till they
reach their majority?
Now if parents become conscious, as it would appear
thev must, sooner or later, of neglected duties in develop-
ing their children's characters into beautiful womanhood
and noble manhood, thej^ must experience terrible remorse
of conscience and be smitten with its upbraiding, as long
as life shall last. Then there are some parents who try to
evade this responsibility by transferring it to teachers and
school officers, and so come to believe that, if their children
do not turn out w^ell, somebody else beside themselves is
to blame. Such ought to know that moral and legal laws
do not relieve them at all of their obligations to their off-
spring; so long as they are minors, parents are responsible
for their conduct at home, on the street, in the school, in
the church, and wherever thej^ may be. They are obligated
to do their very best for them alwaj^s, especially, while
they are minors. Therefore, they are bound by unflinching
laws to send their children betimes to school, keeping them
there during every session from the ages of six to sixteen
years old unless sickness or some other unavoidable cir-
cumstance prevents ; and not simply this, but to see that
they behave themselves in the school, about it and in going
to and fro. The first question to be asked the pupil on his
return from school should be, not "How do you like the
teacher," but "How have you behaved; have you lived up
to the rules of the school?" giving them to understand,
if they have not, the3' will be subject to sure discipline at
home?
If parents give their children an occasion to find fault
with a school, thej^ are quite likely to indulge in it, and as
likely to be cutting up in the schoolroom whenever they
have a chance to do so, thereby requiring the teacher to
spend more or less of her time in governing, when she
should be teaching and assisting her pupils to knowledge
and to the power of thinking. Should bad reports be
brought from school, parents should not allow themselves
to take sides with the children till they have seen the
teacher, or some school officer, knowing to the facts, and
thereby gaining the whole truth and thus be enabled to
form just judgments ; for until children shall be in school,
determined to aid in making a first-class one, they are not
prepared to represent things just as they are, being quite
certain to shield themselves if wrong, laying the blame to
somebody else, thus cultivating selfishness. Now one of the
best remedies for this evil, is for parents and guardians to
visit the schools and so see for themselves what is really
being done. What merchant would fill a store with goods,
putting it in charge of clerks, and then not go near it from
one year's end to another? What farmer is there that fails
to give personal attention to his affairs, who in the spring
turns off his young stock to pasture, and neglects to go
near them to salt, or give particular attention to them ?
Now can merchandise, or cattle and sheep be of more con-
sequence than the minds, souls and bodies of children? As
we think and reason, we discover that parents are respon-
sible for the right bringing up and proper education of
their children.
TEACHERS.
It is gratifying to be able to report that the teachers
employed at the beginning of the year have proved them-
selves so competent and faithful as to be continued in
their charge to the present time and are likely to be con-
tinued still longer. The aim should be to secure the best
instructors possible with the view of keeping them so long
as they can do first-class work. In the past the frequent
change of teachers has proved a great injury to the prog-
ress of education. It takes a teacher, if she is good at
reading human nature, more than one term to learn the
dispositions and needs of her pupils ; and until this is
accomplished, she cannot be fitted to do her best work.
In business transactions the aim is to keep the skilled and
faithful employee, as long as it can practically be done.
This is in keeping with good common sense, and should be
put in practice in employing teachers.
I have found your teachers earnest and. striving to do
their duty in the schoolroom. Their example with scarcely
an exception has been vs^orthy of imitation. For the most
part they have had order in their schools. The influence
of the teacher is sure to tell for weal or woe, among her
pupils.
I believe the teachers have devoted much time out of
school in preparing themselves for work before their classes.
This is demanded of teachers at the present day. One can
give just what she may possess and nothing more. For
this reason the teacher must .be master of what she at-
tempts to teach, or her efforts will be in vain.
We have held several teachers' meetings during the year
for discussing matters pertaining to the schools, which I
believe have proved beneficial to teachers and schools.
Teachers nowadays must be abreast of the times to render
their vocation a success. The art of teaching is the art of
unfolding and directing young minds. This is of the
greatest importance, inasmuch as human beings have been
fashioned little lower than angels. So the practice of the
art calls for a high order of intelligence and appreciation
of soul-life. The teacher must know that the pupil is not
a mere receptacle to be filled with so many facts and
crammed to the brim with indigestible statements. The
chief thing is to awaken his mind to think and his heart
to feel. Neither the pouring in nor the drawing out sys-
tem should be tolerated any longer in our schools. More-
over the teacher should be able to teach her pupils how to
live in keeping with the golden rule. She should have the
power to incite those under her charge to concentrated
thought and continuity of effort. She should stimulate
them to exalted ideals and to the achievement of the
loftiest end of their being. To no small extent on the part
of your teachers has this sublime work been carried on in
your schools. Most have done their best to render their
schoolrooms inviting and expressive of taste, neatness and
decorum. I am persuaded that they have so wrought as
to build better than they knew, showing that there can be
no higher mission in this world than that of the true
teacher; really she is the artist, who discovers the angel
in the clay. I conclude from their fruits that your teachers
have endeavored to do as well as thty could under the
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circumstances. Thej^ have evidently striven to be thorough,
placing the chief stress upon the pupils' learning to think,
investigate, and do honest and creditable work ; such work
alone will live when the stars shall have fallen from the
heavens and all that is mortal shall have been swallowed
up in immortality.
THE SCHOLARS.
Nothing else is so cheering and full of promise to a tow^n
and its homes as worthy and intelligent school children.
They paint bright and beautiful pictures upon the canopy
of the future. From experience I am forced to assure you
that Fitzwilliam is remarkably blest for a rural town in
this regard. A large majority of your pupils have illus-
trated the fact that they are in school to help make it
first-class. Many of them have appeared to realize that
they should be in school to govern themselves, to study,
to be taught, to be awakened, enlightened and trained to
think. Most of them have shown the right spirit and taken
pleasure in regarding the regulations, refraining in particu-
lar from whispering, which' has been the bane and the dis-
traction of not a few schools. The pupil that persists in
whispering is quite certain to make progress in mischief,
but very little in good learning. Whispering in school has
always worked against concentration of mind and con-
tinuity of thought.
Self-seeking and self-acquiring are the essential forces re-
quired to make the scholar a success ; however, helps are
demanded to aid the pupil on, and the teacher is secured
for just that purpose. She is supposed to know how much
to assist the pupil in his work, which is just enough and
no more than to put him into the condition to assist him-
self, acting on the principle that everyone has got to learn
for himself, that no other can do this for him, understand-
ing fully that there is no royal road to a good education.
The best the teacher can do is to direct the pupil on the
right way, that he must perform the journey for himself,
or he will never reach the desired goal.
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Comparatively speaking there have been in the schools
but few cases requiring forceful discipline. As this has been
administered, there has been yielding, submission and re-
formation with tMTO or three exceptions.
The time has come when parents and pupils should
understand that the public school is for the special pur-
pose of teaching children to think and to grow mentally
and morally, and should never be converted into a police
station. So, if a pupil is a disturber and a hindrance to
mental and moral progress, he should not be allowed to
remain in school to prove a drawback to the advancement
of the other scholars.
Public opinion should make it a law that all students
above the primary and secondary grades should govern
themselves while in school, and live up strictly to its re-
quirements. When one fails of this he should be suspended
from the school and kept out of it until he shall give the
fullest evidence that if permitted to return by the school
authorities, he -will do his very best to help make an excel-
lent school. lyCt this come to pass and there would be but
ver\^ few disorderly and rebellious subjects in our schools.
By such a condition the main responsibility, as to the con-
duct of children, is thrown back upon the parents, where
it belongs.
We have worked to the end with the teachers of allow-
ing no rough play at any time in the school buildings.
This should not be tolerated at all, for it is quite certain
to result in disfiguring and damaging school property. We
have warned the scholars against defacing their text-books
with pencilings, or doubling down the leaves, or treating
the books with indifference. Teachers and school officers
cannot be too punctillious in enforcing upon the minds of
the pupils the fact that the use of school property is simply
a loan of the town to them, and therefore it should be
treated as something borrowed. Looking at the subject in
this light, all decent pupils will exercise care in using school
property. There will be no cutting of the seats or mark-
ing of the desks, or the walls, or injuring books, or treat-
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ing the putbuildings with disrespect, or in a filthy matinei*,
as has sometimes been done. All these things should be
looked after carefully. Be remiss as to them and the young
are likely to form bad habits, which they will carry with
them through life. Our aim should be in every possible
manner to incite the young to upbuild, not degrade them-
selves, enforcing upon them that their chief business is
character building; that this may be good, or it may be
bad ; that if they sow to the spirit, it will surely be the
former, and if to the flesh, it will surely be the latter. As
the hope of the future is in the rising generation, we must
do our level best to have them truly and thoroughly
schooled and educated. So as parents and educators we
must do our utmost for their development and welfare.
A HIGH SCHOOL.
Certainly the indications are that in the near future
there will be a high school in your picturesque and his-
torical town
;
yea, has it not already come ? This would
be a movement in the right direction for the improvement
of your people financially, mentally' and morally. Good
schools always enhance the valuation of real estate about
them. With the scholars in the fourth year grammar grade
and what high school students j^ou will have at the end
of the present school year, you will have as many scholars
as one teacher could care for and meet their wants.
It looks now as though No. 4 school would be sus-
pended for the want of pupils. So a high school would
only serve to keep your present number of schools good
and not require very much more money to be raised than
is being raised at present. Of course, a place for such a
school ^vill need be provided. It is thought by some of
good judgment that a room in the townhouse could be had
and readily fitted up without any great expense, which
would meet the demands, at least for some years. With-
out such a school but few of your grammar school scholars
w^ould ever go through a high school course. This would
tetid to deplete your town and decrease its valuation.
F 2
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Such a status of things you cannot afford to have, but
the opposite will benefit j^our town in many ways, adding
greatly to its present good name. Such a school will be
especiall^^ for the whole town, tending to harmonize and
unify all the people. Let your youths become thoroughly
educated for the farm, the shop, or for any other station,
and settle at home or abroad, and they will prove them-
selves ornaments and blessings to society.
I would recommend you to start your high school on
the basis of a two years' course, embracing the same studies
as are laid down in the second or third j^ear's course for
the first two years of the state courses. The reason for
this is the present state superintendent, as w^ell as others
profoundly interested in the public schools, feel that the
law made with reference to high schools at the last ses-
sion of the legislature will be modified at the next session,
so as to protect the rural towns in this way, if a town
has adopted the studies of the first two years of any one
of the courses laid down by the state. Such a town can
require any student wnshing to go through a high school
course of four years, to take his first two \'ears of study in
his own town before he can ask his town to pay his
tuition away from home. If this modification, or some-
thing similar to it does not take place the present law will
be taken from the statute book, for, as it is, it is not right
nor just, and if continued as it is, it would work against
our public school sj^stem and the prosperity of our rural
towns throughout the state. Accordingly it w^ill be safe
for Fitzwilliam to establish a high school on the basis in-
dicated above and the town will save money thereby, and
what is better, will induce most of your grammar school
pupils to advance in the higher branches of learning, thus
giving added honor and dignity to your town, which is
now noted for its lakes, hills and attractive scener3^
THE GRADED SYSTEM.
Very much more has been accomplished under the graded
system in the same time than it was possible to achieve
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under the hit-and-miss method, which held the rule so long
in our public schools. This sj^stem is calculated to give to
every student a chanfce to do all he can, for, as fast as he
is able to do more than his class is doing, he is promoted
in part, or in full to the higher grade ; still he is not allowed
to omit any of his course by so doing. It does not permit
any skimming, but demands thoroughness from beginning
to end. So all the teachers should be required to follow it
to the completion. In the hands of the efficient teacher, it
reduces the number of classes and gains the best results in
the shortest time in the spelling book, mental arithmetic,
reading and all other branches. This sj^stem is simply
putting educational matters into the hands of the experi-
enced to direct the inexperienced, and so developing mind
in its natural order as to reap sixty and a hundred fold of
real wheat, leaving the chaif behind.
HERE AND THERE.
During the year I have made 150 visits to your schools,
held three teachers' meetings and three educational meetings.
The greatest loss to your schools has been occasioned
by absences and tardinesses. Through these agencies nearlN-
one-fourth of your school money the last year has gone to
the winds, but this is not the worst of it, the loss to
minds is far greater and cannot be made up. It is to be
devoutly hoped that in the ensuing year the parents of
your children will remedy these wasting evils, by having
their children in school all the time it is in session.
Most of your schoolhouses are in fairly good repair.
More blackboard surface, however, should be put into No.
9 schoolroom.
Most of your janitors, I judge, have aimed to do faith-
ful service. They should be required to keep the school-
rooms in the best of order and see that the outbuildings
are not misused and rendered offensive.
Would that the scholars in all the different schools could
be induced to keep the grounds close about the buildings
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free from any rubbish, or any unbecoming things and made
as inviting as possible to visitors and friends of the schools.
In most instances where any damage has been done to
school property, the offenders of their own accord have
made good the damage, which is to be highly commended-
CONCLUSION.
Though an excellent work has been accomplished in your
schools the last year, may the succeeding one surpass any
that has gone before in sustaining and fostering your pub-
lic schools. Let them become what they may and should
be, and Fitzwilliam will receive an uplift in most excellent
things, presenting to your county and state nobler sons
and fairer daughters, publish herself thereby as a town
^jound to keep the home pure and happy, the church pros-




Supervisor of your schools..
ROLL OP PERFECT ATTENDANCE.
School No. 1.
First term: Elliot Streeter, Robert Bent, Ruth Bent,
Edna McAllister, Zena Wilder, Fred Streeter, Elmer Damon,
Jonas Damon, Maud Streeter.
Second term : Robert Bent, Elliot Streeter, Fred Streeter,
Edna McAllister, Zena Wilder, Jonas Damon, Elmer Damon, *
Edna Streeter, Maud Streeter.
Third term : Marguerite Phillips, Edna McAllister, Sai-
die Lee, Willie Stiles, Fred Streeter.
School No. 4.
First term: Irving D. Kennett, Fred W. Whitcomb,
Frank G. May, Bessie V. Tucker, Dora L. Tucker.
u
Second term: Walter M. Stone, Evehm M. Stone, Dora
L. Tucker, Bessie V. Tucker.
Third terra: Walter M. Stone, Evelyn M. Stone, Dora
L. Tucker, Bessie V. Tucker.
School No. 5— Primary.
First term : Dorothea Davis, Ruth L. Emerson, Annie
B. Morrill, Hosmer B. Thompson, Horace B. Firmin, Bea-
trice A. Simenoe, Nellie M. Young, Bessie M. Hayden,
Harry M. Starkey.
Second term : Marguerite E. Davis, Dorothea Davis,
Ethel M. Hayden, Horace B. Firmin, Harry Starkey,
Frances Firmin, Ruth L. Emerson, Marion H. Petts, Bea-
trice A. Simenoe, Ervin F. Starkey.
Third term : Ruth L. Emerson, Horace B. Firmin,
Frances Firmin.
School No. 5— Grammar.
First term: Chester Bemis, Henry Bemis, Harold Mat-
thews, Beatrice Wilkins, Minnie Simenoe, Annie Simenoe,
Louise Hayden, Esther Bordo, Dorothy Blodgett, Frank
Blodgett, Robert Hayden, Fred Thompson, Myrtle Putnam,
Louise Morrill, Mae Morrill, Alga Forristall, Marion Firmin.
Second term : Frank Blodgett, Arthur Stone, Robert
Hayden, Joseph Matthews, Arthur Byam, Fred Wilkins,
Marion Firmin, Alga Forristall, Beatrice Wilkins.
Third term: Frank Blodgett, Ralph Tenney, Beatrice
Wilkins, Alga Forristall, Arthur Stone, Fred Thompson,
Minnie Simenoe, Marion Firmin.
Columbian Primary School.
First term: Harry Anderson, Joseph Anderson, Earl
Derby.
Second term: Joseph Anderson, William Prario, Ira
Prentice, Hercules Rosazza, Edmund Russell, Fannie Angier,
Bernice L. Towns.
Columbian Grammar School.
First term : Alice Columb, Edith F. Burbank, Ethel F.
Burbank, Chester I. Bosworth, Harry W. Dunn, Arthur J.
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Plante, Bertha M. Dunn, Florence M. Stone, Edward C.
Balargeon, Raymond E. Dunn, Arthur Lemay, Charles E.
Pierce.
Second term : Rollin Angier, Frank T. Angler, Mary
Anderson, Alma Russell, Willie White, Grace Armstrong,
Eva Flagg, Ray Dunn, Harry W. Dunn, Harold Matthews,
Elmer Pierce, Alice Columb, Bertha Dunn, Florence Flagg.
Third term: Rollin Angier, Chester Bosworth, Elmer
Pierce, Ray Dunn, Harry Dunn, Bertha Dunn, Eva Flagg.
School No. 9.
First term: Sadie M. Carlson, Victor H. Carlson,
Marie C. Carpenter, Cora J. Hill, Ellenus M. Hill, Cyrille
J. Carpenter, Leo E. Carpenter, Bertha Z. Hill, Eva V. Hill.
Second term: Victor H. Carlson, Cyrille J. Carpenter,
Bertha Z. Hill, Leo E. Carpenter, Marie C. Carpenter,
Ellenus M. Hill.
Third term: Bertha Z. Hill, Cora J. Hill, Ellenus M.
Hill.
School No. 10.
First term: Susie A. Dale3^ Alice M. Daley, Archie
Champney, Harold Hayden, Hattie E. Fairbanks, Mabel
A, Fairbanks, Jessie M. Patnode.
Second term : Mabel A. Fairbanks, Myrtle A. Frost,
Walter H. Turner, Nellie E. Blodgett, Alice M. Daley, Har-
old E. Hayden.
Third term: Charles E. Frost, Myrtle A. Frost, Nellie
M. Blodgett, Lucy B. Fairbanks, Mabel A. Fairbanks.
School No. 12.
First term : Savilla Cronk, Alice Cronk, Ernest Cronk,
Hattie Stone, Grace Stone, Mabel Whitcomb.
Second term]: Savilla Cronk, Alice Cronk, Essie Cronk,
Mabel Whitcomb, Basil Sherrick, Fred Cronk, Ernest
Cronk, Hattie Stone, Grace Stone, Lawrence Sherrick.
Third term: Savilla Cronk, Alice Cronk, Essie Cronk,
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FINANCIAL REPORT.
Amount available for schools for the year 1901
:
Cash on hand Feb. 15, 1901, $285 75
Appropriation by the town, 1,700 00
Literary fund, 122 00
Dog license, 126 00
State appropriation, 304 08
State appropriation for salary of superintendent, 166 66
Town of Rindge, tuition.
Use of room for one meeting,





School No. 1, Miss Sadie E. Stewart,
School No. 4, Miss Louise S. Tuxbury,
School No. 5, G, Miss Rachel E. Toas,
School No. 5, P, Miss Laura J. Mitchell,
Columbian school, G, Miss Hannah S. Farwell,
Columbian school, P, Miss Mary W. Wilder,
School No. 9, Miss Grace S. Nims,
School No. 10, Miss Grace G. Blodgett,
School No. 12, Miss Edith Howe,
$240
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No. 10, eight weeks, 1900,






















M. W. Flagg, clock,
C. D. Bigelow, measuring roads for mileage,
Telephone messages,
H. S. Farwell, for Bible,
J. M. Parker & Co., for supplies.
Express,
Postage,
Money orders and checks.




Maynard Merrill & Co., books,
Boston School Supply Co., books,
American Book Co., books,
Dr. S. H. McCollester, books,
Werner Book Co., books,
Ginn & Co., books,
J. L. Hammett Co., supplies,
Thompson, Brown & Co., books,
Houghton, Mifflin & Co., books,
E. E. Babb & Co., books and supplies.
Sentinel Printing Co., certificates.
Express and freight on books,
G. S. Emerson, books.
$2
22
Due from town of Rindge, for tuition of Jonas
and Elmer Damon, 1901, $12 00






The undersigned, having examined the report of the
school board, finds the same correctly cast and properly
vouched.
R. L. ANGIER,
FitzWilliam, FcId. 22, 1902. Auditor.
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REPORT OF SCHOOL TREASURER,
CASH RECEIVED.
1901.
Feb. 15. Cash on hand,
Feb. 20. Tuition, town of Rindge,
July 1. Part payment of Jackson note,
Oct. 1. Interest, Jackson notes,
Sept. 20. Tuition, town of Rindge,
1902.
Feb. 14. Catholic meeting,
Dog license,














The undersigned, having examined the report of the




Fitzwilliam, Feb. 24, 1902. Auditors.
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT.





C. L. Haskell, Cook note,
C. L. Haskell, general repairs,
C. L. Haskell, paint, Columbian schoolhotise,




D. H. Firmin, selectman,
J. H. Firmin, town clerk,
C. L. Haskell, town treasurer,
C. L. Haskell, school treasurer,
J. M. Parker, auditor,
J. M. Parker, moderator,
W. E. Barrus, bell ringer,
J. H. Burbank, supervisor,
A. T. Byam, superintendent cemetery,
E. B. Holman, dog constable,
E. M. Thompson, police officer,
E. Cummings, supervisor,
E. Cummings, liquor agent,
Anna L. Colby, librarian,
E. B. Holman, police officer,
C. D. Bigelow, fire ward,
C. D. Bigelow, school board,
J. E. Bemis, police officer,
M. W. Flagg, agent, town clock,
J. M. Parker, school board,
Geo. S. Emerson, school board,
Geo. S. Emerson, health officer,
C. L. Haskell, fire ward,
A. J. Blake, school district clerk,
R. L. Angier, auditor,
H. F. Winslow, collector,
D. H. Firmin, fire ward,
L. B. Rice, town hall agent,
C. D. Bigelow, supervisor.
Total, $714 77
SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
C. D. Bigelow, $247 38
Geo. S. Emerson, 6 00




H. F. Winslow, attending 4 funerals,
D. H. Firniiu, express on town reports,
D. H. Firmin, mailing town reports,
Henry T. Hall, interest on town note,
Geo. C. Hubbard, interest on town note, 2 years,
A. G. Beebe, gravel pit,
E. M. Thompson, town business,
H. C. Tenney, telephone,
H. C. Tenney, car fare to Keene, pauper account,
H. C. Tenney, team, town business,
J. H. Firmin, insurance, librarj^ books,
E. R. Fisher, splints, town hall,
E. B. Holman, watching railroad crossing and
attending hearing,
W. E. Barrus, wood for town,
W. E. Barrus, care for tramps,
A. E. Bissell, mowing common,
J. M. Derby, aid to tramp,
W. H. Spalter, supplies,
Annie L. Colby, care of library,
Cheshire county, board, Harry Hayden,
Cheshire coimty, board, Aaron J. Pease,
Amos J. Blake, insurance, town house,
D. H. Firmin, stove and pipe for lockup,
Sentinel Printing Co., printing town reports.
Sentinel Printing Co., printing 1000 billheads.
Sentinel Printing Co., printing 50 dog license blanks,
A, E. Bissell, mowing common,
W. H. Spalter, pamphlet laws, 1901,
E. M. Thompson, officer's fees, Pease boy case,
E. M. Thompson, railroad hearing, rent hall,
E. M. Thompson, fare to Keene, pauper case,
C. B. Perry, insurance, town house,
Amos J. Blake, insurance, town house,
H. C. Tenney, affidavit, Victor Carlson,
H. C. Tenney, fare to Keene, pauper case,
$10
30
Samuel Kendall, water tub, $3 00
John Lee, water tub, 3 00
E. B. Holman, assistant, Columb search, 4 00
J. M. Parker & Co., town supplies, 25 07
J. E. Bemis, water tub, 3 00
J. E. Bemis, assistant, Columb search, 4 00
Geo. H. Fairbanks, damage to sheep by dogs, 5 00
E. E. Roundy, water tub, 3 00
C. L. Haskell, overpaid H. M. Flagg, 6 12
E. J. Matthews, water tub, 3 00
Chas. Byam, interest on town note, 32 00
N. U. Cahill, water tub, 3 00
Fred E. Pierce, damage to sheep by dogs, 6 00
E. M. Thompson, officer's fees, Columb search, 6 10
E. M. Thompson, officer's fees, Columb search, , 7 10
E. M. Thompson, officer's fees. Mat Lund case, 2 00
E. M. Thompson, officer's fees, Kustaf Maki case, 8 14
W. E. Barrus, board of prisoners, 10 00
W. E. Barrus, repairs on lockup, and tile, 75
John A. Cross, water tub, 3 00
Geo. S. Emerson, M. D., births and deaths, 7 75
A. T. Byam, attending 15 funerals, 37 50
C. L. Haskell, express, town money, 65
J. H. Firmin, postage, 37
Amos J. Blake, making copy of votes school dis-
trict meeting, of raising monej'-, . 50
Amos J. Blake, writing contract and bond, street
lamps, etc., 1 50
Amos J. Blake, writ of summons, railroad case, 25
Amos J. Blake, .trial of case before the New Hamp-
shire railroad commissioners, 6 00
Amos J. Blake, making copy school treasurer re-
port for selectmen, . 50
Amos J. Blake, deed Beebe gravel pit, 1 00
Amos J. Blake, taking affidavit H. C. Perry case, 1 50
P. Whitcomb, damage to sheep by dogs, 12 00
Mrs. E. L. Hodge, water tub, 3 00
R. L. Angier, water tub, 3 00
31
Wm. Davis, interest town note, $20 00
R. P. Fisher, truant officer,
D. H. Firnain, postage,
H. C. Tenney, justice fees, Columb case,
H. C. Tenney, justice fees, Columb case,
H. C. Tenney, justice fees, Mat Lund case,
H. C. Tenney, justice fees, Kustaf Maki,
H. F. Winslow, balance due on discount, 1900,
C. L. Haskell, tuition Keene High School, Miss

















Due on Damon fund,
Due on Allen fund,
Due on Spaulding fund.
Charles Byam, note,
Henry T. Hall, note and interest,




Due from W. J. Whitcomb,
Due from W. C. Dunn,
Cash in treasury,
Liquor in hands town agent,
Due from L. J. Pease, board of Aaron,
Grant farm,
Due H. F. Winslow, collector, 1900,
Due H. P. Winslow, collector, 1901,
Total, $2,172 97






REPORT OF TOWN TREASURER.
CASH RECEIVED.
Cash on hand Feb. 15, 1901,
H. C. Tenney, county poor,
W. C. Dunn, collector, 1899,
H. C. Tenney, Gates and Stone fine,
D. H. Firmin, for Gilbert Wheeler,







W. L. Mason, due from state,
E. N. Bo wen, from Hardy and Hayden case,
J. H. Firmin, dog licenses.
Books sold.
Hill & Winter, fine,
E. M. Bent, lumber sold,
A. N. Hayden,
John Cross, gravel sold,
E. Cummings, liquor sold,
L. B. Rice, hall agent,
H. M. Flagg, overpaid,
H. F. Winslow, abatement, 1901,
H. F. Winslow, discount, 1901,
H. F. Winslow, abatements, 1900,
H. F. Winslow, collector, 1900,
$493
H. F. Winslow, collector, 1901, $7,450 48
A. T. Byam, sexton, 17 00
$10,958 84
DISBURSEMENTS.
County tax, . $867 91
State tax, 854 25
139 orders. 7,613 59
C. B. Perry, note and interest, 312 00
George Hubbard, note and interest, 517 66
William Davis, note and interest, 500 33




The undersigned, having examined the report of the
town treasurer, fine the same correctly cast and properly
vouched. '
JOHN M. PARKER,
' REUBEN L. ANGIER,
Auditors.
Fitzwilliam, Feb. 24, 1902.
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LIST OF TAXPAYERS.
VALUE OF REAL ESTATE, TOTAL VALUATION AND
AMOUNT OF TAX OF EACH FOR THE YEAR










Blodgett, William E. '
Blodgett, Thomas M. .
Blodgett, Wm. E. & Co.
Blodgett, Samuel J.-/

























Clark, H. A. & W. P.
Clark, Frances L.
Clark, Martin L.













































































































































Farwell, John, estate of





































Martin, Calvin, estate of
Murdock, E. & Co.
Morris, John
Murdock, E. & Co.
Nichols, Henry, estate of
Neilson, James R.











Smith, Levi G. estate of
Smith, John
Swift, John, estate of











REPORT OF ROAD AGENTS.
REPORT OF E. M. BENT, ROAD AGENT.
RECEIVED.
1901.
June 1. Order on town,
Aug. 3. Order on town,
Oct. 5. Order on town,
Nov. 9. Order on town,
1902.
Feb. 15. Order on town,
EXPENDED.
February 15 to April 1
:
E. M. Bent, breaking roads, 15V^ hours,
J. Page, breaking roads,
A. L. Ellis, breaking roads,
H. M. Fairbanks, breaking roads, 1 day,
April
:
E. M. Bent, work, I31/2 hours,
E. M. Bent, work, 1 horse,
E. M. Bent, work with team, 8I/2 days,
M. D. Shedd, pick and handle,
J. E. Bemis, fixing cart and tools,
W. H. Bent, work, 3 days, 1 hour,
W. P. Conant, work, 14^^ hours,
Joseph Smith, work, 6 days,
W. A. Hall, work, 7 days,




E. M. Bent, team on scraper, 6i/i days,
E. McAllister, team on scraper, 6^ days,
W. P. Conant, work, 13^2 hours,
W. H. Bent, work, 6 days, 2 hours,
E. M. Bent, work with team, 2i/^ days,
W. A. Hall, work, 8V2 days,
H. T. Hall, work, 2 days, 3^4 hours,
H. N. Fairbanks, work, 5^/^ days,
A. G. Sargent, work, 8^ days,
Dennis Davis, work, 1 day,
A. L. Ellis, work, 3 days,
C. Champney, work, 2 da^^s,
June
:
E. M. Bent, team on scraper, 3% days,
E. M. Bent, with team, 4^4 days,
E. M. Bent, with horse, 1 day,
E. McAllister, team on scraper, 3^^ daj^s,
Frank Perry, work, 3i/^ days,
E. McAllister, with team, 1 day,
A. L. Ellis and man, 13 days,
Geo. A. Dunton, men and team,
S. S. Stone, for sluice stone,
W. A. Hall, work, 4 days,
W. H. Bent, work, 7 days, 2 hours,
W. P. Conant, work, 3 days,
Frank Merrill, work, 1 day,
E. Donahue, work, 1 day,
A. G. Sargent, work, 3 days,
July:
E. M. Bent and man, repairing bridge,
E. M. Bent, 495 ft. bridge plank, at $14 per M,
August
:
E. M. Bent, work, 6 days,
E. M. Bent, with team, 1 day,
E. M. Bent, with man, 6 days,
September
:
E. M. Bent, 337 ft. bridge plank, 4 71
$26
54
W. H. Bent, work, 6 days, 2% hours,
Thomas Reed, work, 2 days,
Thomas Reed, with team,
C. G. Cox, work, 5 days,
A. L. Ellis, work, 6 days, 3 hours,
Leland & Brooks, dynamite, caps and fuse,
November
:
E. M. Bent, work with team, 10 days,
E. M. Bent, repairing bridge and plank,
W. H. Bent, work on road, 10 days,
C. G. Cox, work on road, 8 days,
A. L. Ellis, work on road, 5V^ days,
Frank Merrill, work on road, 7 days,
Thomas Reed, work on road, 1 day,
James Stiles, work on road,* 15 hours,
James Stiles, 12 loads gravel, 10c per load,
F; J. Upton, sharpening tools,
Leland & Brooks, dynamite, caps and fuse,
December
:
C. G. Cox, breaking roads with team, 11 hours,
A. L. Ellis, breaking roads, 11 hours,
E. M. Bent, breaking roads with team, 1 day,
E. M. Bent, work with 1 horse, 1 day,
E. M. Bent, work with pair horses, 4 hours.
$7
55
Z. A. Boyce, work,
F. Chatnpne\^ work,
R. S. Armstrong, 10^ hours, at 15c,
H. M. Gilson, 21 hours, at 17c,
B. A. Dennis, 12 hours, at 17c,
H. W. Dodge, 34y2 hours, at 17c,
H. M. Flagg, 17 hours, at 17c,
H. M. Flagg, 21/2 days, with team, at 35c,
W. M. Towns, 551/2 hours, at 17c,
W. M. Towns, horse, 2i/4 hours, at 10c,
W. M. Whipple, 6V2 hours, at 17c,
R. S. Armstrong, 14 hours at 17c,
D. F. White, 10 days, 1/2 hour, at $1.60,
W. E. Holman, work with team,
W. B. White, 9 days, 1/2 hour, at $1.60,
H. Holman, 9 days, 7 hours, at $1.60,
D. F. White. 14 days, 4 hours, at $1.60,
W. B. White, 14 days, 4 hours, at $1.60,
A. G. Dailey, 6 days, at $1.60,
H. M. Flagg. 11 days, at $1.75,
H. M. Flagg, horses, 11 days, at $2.00,
W. E. Holman, 9 days, 5 hours, at $3.50,
C. Norwood, 9 da^^s, 5 hours, at $1.60,
H. C. White, shovels and powder,
W. E. Holman, 1 pole,
H. M. Flagg, 5 days, at $1.75,
H. M. Flagg, horses, 5 days, at $2.00,
C. A. Towns, 31/2 days with team, at $3.50,
C. A. Towns, horses, 6 hours, at 20c,
C. A. Towns, 7 days, 6V2 hours, at $1.50,
J. Holman, 21^/2 hours, at 15c,
R. L. Angier, 1,090 ft. plank,
H. M. Flagg, 9 days, at $1.75,
F. Champney, 3 days, 4 hours, at $1.50,
W. B. White, 12 days, at $1.60,
D. F. White, 12 days, at $1.60,
Willie White, 1 day, at 75c,
W. E. Holman, 10% days with team, at $3.50,
$3
56
W. E. Holman, 6 hours,
C. Norwood, 10 days, 51/2 hours, at $1.60,
H. Holman, 9 days, at $1.60,
A. G. Dailey, 9 days, at $1.60,
H. M. Flagg, horses, 7 days, at $2.00,
W. B. White, 1 day, 5 hours, at $1.60,
.W. M. White, 11/2 days, at $1.00,
D. F. White, 6 hours, at $1.60,
H. M. Flagg, 11/2 days with team, at $3.50,
G. Y. Benjamin, team, 8 hours, at 35c,
G. Y. Benjamin, 16 hours, at 17c,
F. Champney, 5 hours with team, at 30c,
J. N. Bosworth, work,
H. M. Gilson, 14 hours, at 17c,
H. M. Gilson, 40 hours, at 15c,
R. Iv. Angier, team, 5 hours, at 35c,
D. F. White, 1 day, at $1.60,
J. N. Dustin, sharpening tools,
W. E. Holman, team, 12 hours, at 35c,
C. A. Towns, team, 5 hours, at 35c,
C. A. Towns, 2 hours, at 17c,
J. K. Whipple, 3 hours, at 17c,
W. M. Whipple SVz hours, at 17c,
B. Hayden, 6 hours, at 17c,
N. B. Hayden, 5 hours, at 17c,
H. J. Armstrong, 5 hours, at 17c,
J. E. Bemis, repairing tools,
H. M. Flagg, team, 3V2 days, at $3.50,
H. M. Flagg, 1 day, at $1.75,
F. E. Pierce, team, 5 hours, at 30c,









Jan. 4. Received order on town,
Feb. 1. Received order on town,
Feb. 15. Received order on town.
Total,
EXPENDED.
E. E. Roundy, 4 hours,
W. E. Barrus, 20 hours,
J. A. Cross, for work,
J. A. Cross, 30 hours with team,
J. A. Cross, 50 hours with single team,
J. A. Cross, 36 hours, self,
J. A. Cross, 10 days, 3 hours with team,
Lewis H. LaClair, 14 days, 6l^ hours,
Lewis H. LaClair, 23 hours,
Winfred C. Hodge, 12 days, 2i/2 hours.
Fitzwilliam Hotel Co., 4 days with team,
Bertis C. Hodge, 1 day,
Lyman H. Putnam, 15V^ hours,
E. R. Fisher, with horse and cart, 2 hours,
A. E. Hayden, 4 hours,
W. T. Gates, 3 hours,
R. F. Cudworth, 7 days, 6V2 hours,
I. F. Cudworth, 6 hours,
Charles E. Whitcomb, 8 hours,
L. H. LaClair, 27% hours,
R. F. Cudworth, 5 days, % hours,
L. A. Putman, 22 hours,
W. C. Hodge, 9 days, 2 hours,
Lyman H. Putnam, 7 days, 6^4. hours,
J. A. Cross, 13 days, 2% hours with team,
J. A. Cross, 8 days, 6 hours with team,
R. L. Angier, for lumber,
E. J. Mathews, cutting brush,






F. W. Wilkitis, 7 days, 5 hours, $12 09
R. F. Cudworth, 2 days with team, 7 00
Milton Whitney, 2 days with team, 7 00
A. L. Putnam, 14 hours, 2 49
J. A. Cross, 13 days, 2 hours with team, 49 58
J. A. Cross, 9^2 hours, 1 85
B. C. Hodge, 6 days, 5 hours, 10 49
J. A. Cross, 4 days, 4i/^ hours with one horse,
J. A. Cross, 28 hours with team,
J. A. Cross, 3 hours,
D. Francis White, 18 hours,
D. Francis White, 3 days,
B. C. Hodge, 1 day,
Lyman H. Putnam, 2 days,
J. A. Cross, 35 hours with team,
J. A. Cross, 5 hours with one horse,
J. A. Cross, 2 hours, self,
A. N. Hayden, 8 hours,
Fitzwilliam Hotel Co., 4 horses, 3 men, 4^2 hours
Richard P. Fisher, 3 hours,
Fred R. Boyce, 6 hours,
R. F. Cudworth, 12 hours,
R. P. Fisher, 3 hours,




J. A. Cross, 7 days, 4 hours, with team,
Total,
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REPORT OF LIQUOR AGENT.
Liquor on hand Feb. 15, 1901
:
Whiskey, 4 pints, $1 64
Alcohof, 16 pints, 5 70
Gin, 71/32 pints, 3 30
Rum, 2%2 pints, 78
Brandy, iys2 pints, 78
Cash paid for liquor,
Cash paid for freight,
62
Gin, 27 pints, at 50c, $13 50
Brandy, IGVis pints, at $1.00, 16 69
Rum, 13^2 pints, at 50c, 6 75
$244 96









Sworn and subscribed to before me, this 15th day of
February, 1902.
H. C. TENNEY,
Justice of the Peace.
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REPORT OF TOWN HALL AGENT.
Total number of times hall opened, from Feb. 15, 1901,
to Feb. 15, 1902, 134 times.
Opened for town affairs, 2 times, free.
Opened for Eagle Engine Co. concert and ball, free.
Opened for educational meetings, 4 times, free.
Opened for G. A. R., 7 times, free.
Opened for Memorial Sunday, free.
Opened for McKinley memorial service, free.
Opened for Columbian school entertainment, free.
20 W. R. C. meetings,
21 grange meetings and 3 rehearsals,
8 Unitarian meetings,
5 Catholic meetings, G. A. .R. hall,
Feb. 20, 21, 22. Rehearsals,
Feb. 22. Street light benefit entertainment,
Feb. 25. Lecture, Monday club,
Feb. 28. Temperance entertainment, G. A. R. hall,
Mar. 5. Grange, box supper.
Mar. 13. Dance,
Mar. 30. I. O. O. F. social, G. A. R. hall,
Apr. 9. Grange, both halls.
May 1. May ball.
May 7. Indian Medicine Co., 6 nights,
June 6 to 20. Rehearsals for graduation.
June 21. Graduation exercises, afternoon and
evening,
June 23. Mass temperance meeting,








15 funerals, at $2.50,
Care of Spaulding lot,
Care of Damon lot,
Care of Allen lot,
Cr.




REPORT OF BOARD OF HEALTH.
During the past ^-ear, the sanitary condition of our
town has been good, and very few complaints have been
made to the board. Such as have been made were investi-
gated, and where any nuisance existed, it was at once re-
moved.
Measles were quite prevalent during the past summer,
but no fatal cases occurred.
There have been only two cases of scarlet fever during
the 3'ear, and those have occurred quite recently, but the
board hopes by taking proper precautions to prevent the
spread of the disease. No other of the severe contagious
diseases have occurred.
We would urge any who are using w^ater w^hich they
are in any way doubtful about, to take advantage of the
opportunity offered by the New Hampshire Laboratory
of Hygiene and have it examined, which they can do with-
out cost.






There have been six fires reported the past year.
The fire department has been called out but three times.
Februar\^ 21, the hotel belonging to John Lee was
burned. No alarm was given.
May, the department was called to a brush fire on land
of Mr. J. K. Whipple.
September 21, the dwelling house of Mr. Albert Ward
was burned.
November 3, a barn belonging to Mr. Thomas T. Bald-
win was burned.
January 15, a fire was reported at the house of Mr. A-
J. Blake; damage, $100.00.
February 3, a fire was reported at the house of Chas.
Emerson; damage, $25.00.
The apparatus of the fire department is as follows :
one Hunneman engine, one hose cart, four pieces suction
hose, two hundred feet poor hose, six hundred feet of
good hose, three axes, two lanterns, one wrench, six fire
buckets, one fire hook, one ladder, one bell from old engine,










Number of books lost during the year, one.
Number of books taken from the library during the
year, 3,125.
The largest circulation for any week, 94.
The average circulation per week, 62.
We gratefully acknowledge the receipt of various reports
and public documents from the state and general govern-
ment.
Books, pamphlets and a cabinet of curiosities, including
a gun, sword, and a full uniform, of the Fitzwilliam Artil-
lery Company, worn by the late Josiah E. Carter, while a
member of that distinguished organization, presented to
the library by his widow, Mrs. Sarah A. Carter, of Fitz-
w^illiam.
Sixty books from Mrs. Schlesinger, of Brookline, Mass.
Twenty-two children's books from Mrs. H. S. Pierce, of
Boston.
The American Revolution, from Mrs. F. G. Kimball, of
Brookline, Mass.
Theodore Parker by Dr. Chadwick, from Miss Harriette
White, of Brookline, Mass.
"Five years of my Life," Dreyfus and Lalla Rook, from
Miss Wilkinson, of Georgia.
Winifred West, from the author Miss Blanche M. Chan-
ning, of Boston.
Six etchings from the artist, Mr. Charles E. Whitte-
more, of New York.
A year of Munse\''s Magazines, from Miss Lucy Douse.
Leslie's Weekly, from Miss Mary Douse.
Magazines and papers from Mrs. Thomas Tileston
Baldwin, Boston.
Magazines from the "Village Magazine Club."
"Old Home Week Addresses," from ex-Gov. Rollins.
Will Carlton's Farm Ballads, from Mr. O. L. Brock.
Chapters on Animals, from D. C. Heath & Co., Boston.
Minutes of the N. H. Baptist Anniversaries, from Mrs.
Chas. F. Mitchell.
Our Dumb Animals, from Miss Addie Ayers of Medford,
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Thirteen (13) Boys Books, from Mrs. Thomas Tileston
Baldwin and other friends in Boston.
GENERAL REMARKS AND SUGGESTIONS.
We would again respectfnlW call the attention of the
citizens of the town to the provisions of Chapter 118 of
the laws of 1895 in relation to the establishment and
maintenance of free public libraries.
There can be no manner of question that between the
ages of six and sixteen, a large part of the best literature
of the world may be read, and that the man or woman
w^ho has failed to become acquainted with the great and
good literature of the world, in some form during that
time, is little likely to have a taste formed for it later.
There has never been a time when a little money, judi-
ciously expended, would go so far in the purchase of the
best literature for children. Stories of animals and travels,
fables, myths, biographies of distinguished men and women,
and simple poems, which have been read with delight by
countless generations, may be purchased in most durable
cloth bindings, at an average cost of about thirty-five
cents each.
Children will read ; and if wholesome reading-matter is
not furnished them, they will, read what they can get of
their own accord.
The tendency among progressive libraries is towards the
abolishment of the age restrictions.
We have no age limit in our rules and regulations, be-
cause we wish children trained to love books from their
earliest recollection. Any child may take a book when he
can carry it home safely.
No persons return their books so promptly, give so lit-
tle trouble, or seem to appreciate more highly the benefits
of a library as these youth of both sexes.
The young people are our best friends, and they serve
the interests of the library by enlisting for it the s^'mpa-
thies of their parents, many of whom are often too busy
to read.
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We alwa3^s treat children with the same consideration
and courtesy as grown people. We desire to make them
love to come to the library, and keep in touch with them
in every way possible.
In closing our report, we desire to submit four ques-
tions for consideration, viz:
1. How maj^ we induce parents to oversee their chil-
dren's reading?
2. What can be done to help a boy to like good books
after he has fallen into the dime novel habit?
3. What methods have been, and can be used, with
success, in developing the taste of children for reading?
4. What form of catalogue, if any, is of interest, and
value to children ?
A full discussion of these and various other questions of
a similar character in the "Grange" or the "Monday
Club" may be helpful to the children, and other patrons







Fitzwilliam, N. H., Feb. 15, 1902.
LIST OF BOOKS ADDED FROM MARCH, 1901. TO
MARCH, 1902.
An American Mother and Other Stories. Mary L.
Underwood. 4857
The Alabama Arbitration. Thos. W. Balch. 4858
Granite Monthly. July-Dec, 1900. 4859
Report Com. Education. Vol. 2. '98-'99. 4860
N. H. Manual for General Court. 1901. 4861
Chapters on Animals. Philip G. Hamerton. 4862
The Duenna of a Genius. M. E. Francis. 4863
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The Journal of a Live Woman. Helen Van Ander-
son. 4864
A Holiday in Bed and Other Stories. J. M. Barrie. 4865
Noble Womanhood. Chas. F. Dole. 4866
A Little Wizard. Stanley J. Weyman. 4867
The Governor's Garden. Geo. R. R. Rivers. 4868
The Madonna of the Alps. Nathan Haskell Dole. 4869
The Cuban and. Porto Rican Campaign. R. H.
Davis. 4870
Round Africa. C. Bruce. 4871




The Unseen World, and Other Essays. John Fiske. 4873
Science and Education. Thos. H. Huxley. 4874
Story of Theodore Parker. Frances E. Cooke. 4875
Charles Darwin. Grant Allen. 4876
Birds through an Opera Glass. Florence A. Mer-
riam. 4877
Oom Paul's People. Howard C. Hillegas. 4878
War of the Rebellion. Series I, vol. 2. 4879
Elizabeth Barrett Browning. John H. Ingram. 4880
Pioneers of Science. Oliver Lodge, F. R. S. 4881
A Ride to Kira. Fred Barnaby. 4882
Voices of Freedom and Studies in the Philosophy
of Individuality. Horatio W. Dresser. 4883
The Pleasures of Life. Sir John Lubbock. 4884
The Wonders of the Heavens. Camille Flam-
marion. 4885
Sunshine 'Mid Shadows. Mabelle P. Clapp. 4886
Half Hours with Insects. A. S. Packard, Jr. 4887
Picture Books. 4890-4900
The Minute Man. Margaret Sidney. 4901
Drifting. T. Buchanan Reed. 4902
Cloud Crystals. 4903
Christmas Stories and March Violets. Trans.
from German In-^ Eliz. P. Cordner. 4904
Capt. Horace. Sophie May.- 4905
The Adventures of Jimmy Brown. 4906
Watchwords for Little Soldiers. Sarah Haven
Foster. 4907
Dotty Dimple Out West. Sophie May. 4908
The Parent's Assistant and Other Stories. Maria
Edgeworth. 4909
Dear Daughter Dorothy. A. G. Plympton. 4910
The Redemption of David Corson. Charles Fred
Goss. 4911
With Edged Tools. Henry Seton Merriman. 4912
The Crisis. Winston Churchill. 4913
Tommy and Grizel. J. M. Barrie. 4914
Beauchamp's Career. Geo. Meredith. 4915
The Helmet of Navarre. Bertha Runkle. 4916
Penelope's Irish Experiences. Kate Douglas Wig-
gin. 4917
A Cathedral Courtship. Kate Douglas Wiggin. 4918
The Cardinal's Snuff-Box. Henry Harland. 4919
Monsieur Beaucaire. Booth Tarkington. 4920
Crucial Instances. Edith Wharton. 4921
The Queen's Garden. M. E. M. Davis. 4922
The Golden Wedding and Other Stories. Ruth
McEnery Stuart. 4923
The Successors of Mary the First. Eliz. Stuart
Phelps. 4924
Miss Pritchard's Wedding Trip. Clara Louise
Burnham. 4925
The Mistress of Beech-Knoll. Clara Louise Burn-
ham. 4926
4927
Herod. Stephen Phillips. 4928
The Young Consul. Wm. Drysdale. 4929
The Young Supercargo. Wm. Dr3'sdale. 4930
Phebe—Her Profession. Anna Chapin Ray. 4931
Concerning Cats. Helen M. Winslow. 4932
Pony Tracks. Frederic Remington. 4933
The American Revolution. 2 vols. John Fiske. 4934-5
Up from Slavery. Booker T. Washington. 4936
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Life and Letter of Phillips Brooks. 3 vols. Alex-
ander V. G. Allen. 4937-9
Oliver Cromwell. Theodore Roosevelt. 4940
John Marshall. A. B. Magruder. 4941
Origin of Species. Chas. Darwin. 4942
Descent of Man. Chas. Darwin. 4943
Alexander, the Great. Benj. Ide Wheeler. 4944
Counsel upon the Reading of Books. 4945
Dictionary- of U. S. History. J. Franklin Jameson,
Ph. D. ^ 4946
Theodore Parker. John White Chadwick. 4947
Winifred West. Blanche M. Channing. 4948
History of Jaffrey. Daniel B. Cutter. 4949
Five Years of My Life. Alfred Dreyfus. 4950
Alphabetical List of Battles, 1754-1900. 4951
Soldiers and Sailors of Rev. War whose graves
are designated by markers. 4952
Lalla Rookh. Thos. Moore. 4953
Annual Report Smithsonian Inst., '97. 4954
Annual Report Smithsonian Inst., '99. 4955
The Right of Way. Gilbert Parker. 4956
Katherine Day. Anna Fuller. 4957
Farm Ballads. Will Carlton. 4958
Old Home Week Addresses. Gov. F. W. Rollins. 4959
Exhibition of Development of Harvesting Machin-
ery, Paris, 1900. 4960
Lives of the Hunted. Ernest Seton Thompson. 4961
Report of Com. Education, '99^'00. 4962
War of the Rebellion. General Index, Additions
and Corrections. Serial No. 130. 4963
War of Rebellion. Series I, vol. 12. 4964
Bulletin Natural Museum, No. 50. (Birds of
North and Middle America). 4965
Dross. Henry Seton Merriman. 4966
Young Mistley. Henry Seton Merriman. 4967
Gloria Mundi. Harold Frederic. 4968
Latitude 19°. Mrs. Schuyler Crowningshield. 4969
Ragged Lady. W. D. Howells. 4970
75
Vivian of Virginia. Hulbert Fuller. 4971
The Beth Book. Sarah Grand. 4972
The Two Standards. Wm. Barry. 4973
The Hosts of the Lord. Flora Annie Steele. 4974
Madcap Violet. Wm. Black. 4975
Tristram Lacy, or the Individualist. W. H. Mal-
lock. ^ 4976
Resurrection. Leo Tolstoi. 4977
The -Coming People. Chas. F. Dole. 4978
The Beleagured Forest. Elia W. Peattie. 4979
Where the Trade-Wind Blows. Mrs. Schuyler
Crowninshield. 4980
Bruno. Byrd Spilman Dewey. 4981
The Little Room and Other Stories. Madelene
Yale Wynne. ' 4982
The Tragedy of a Widow's Thirds. Anna Christy
Fall. 4983
The Story of a Little Beech Tree. Esther Harlan. 4984
A Child's Primer of Natural Histor3^ Oliver Her-
ford. 4985
The Portion of Labor. Mary E. Wilkins. 4986
Circumstances. Dr. S. Weir Mitchell. 4987
The Tory Lover. Sara Orne Jewett. 4988
The Man from Glengarry. Ralph Connor. 4989
The Old Gentleman of the Black Stock. Thos.
Nelson Page. 4990
Dr. Latimer. Clara Louise Burnham. 4991
A Sane Lunatic. Clara Louise Burnham. 4992
A Heroine of 1812. Amy E. Blanchard. 4993
Teddy, Her Daughter. Anna Chapin. ' 4994
The Treasury Club. Wm. Drysdale. 4995
Pine Ridge Plantation, Wm. Drysdale. 4996
In the Mikado's Service. Wm. Elliot Griffis. 4997
The Junior Cup. Allen French. 4998
The Trail of the Sandhill Stag. Ernest Seton-
Thompson. 4999
Squirrels and Other Fur Bearers. John Burroughs. 5000
King Alfred. Walter Besant. 5001
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The Times and Young Men. Josiah Strong. 5002
Life of James Russell Lowell. 2 vols. Horace
Scudder. 5003-4
From Nature to God. John Fiske. 5005
Life Everlasting. John Fiske. 5006
Thaddeus Stevens. Samuel W. McCall. 5007
Inspiration and Truth. Phillips Brooks. 5008
The Christ Ideal. Horatio W. Dresser. 5009
The Symphony of Life. Henry Wood. 5010
The Duties of Women. Frances Power Cobbe. 5011
Reason in Religion. Frederic H. Hedge. 5012
Notes for Boys. 5013
Eating for Strength. M. L. Holbrook, M. D. 5014
Philistinism. R. Heber Newton. 5015
Courage. Charles Wagner. 5016
As It Is To Be. Cora Linn Daniels. 5017
The Hidden Servants and Other Very Old Stories.
Francesca Alexander. 5018
The Way of Life. Geo. S. Merriam. 5019
Athletics and Manly Sport. John Boyle O'Reilly. 5020
N. H. Annual Reports, 1899. 5021
N. H. Annual Reports, 1900. 3 vols. 5021-3
N. H. Annual Reports, 1901. 5024




In compliance with an act of the legislature, passed
June session, 1887, amended by the legislature of 1899,
requiring "clerks of towns and cities to furnish a transcript
of the record of births, marriages and deaths to the muni-
cipal officers for publication in the Annual Report," I
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE.
To the inhabitants of the town of Fitzwilliam, in the
county of Cheshire, in said state, qualihed to vote in town
affairs.
You are hereby notified to meet at the town hall m said
Fitzwilliam, on Tuesday, the eleventh day of March next,
at nine of the clock in the forenoon, to act upon the foliow^-
ing subjects
:
Article 1.—To hear and act upon the reports of
agents, auditors, committees or officers heretofore chosen.
Art. 2.—To choose all necessary town oflScers for the
year ensuing.
Art. 3.—To raise such sums of money as may be neces-
sary to defray town charges for the ensuing 3'ear and make
appropriation of the same.
/^RT. 4.—To allow accounts against the town.
Art. 5.—To raise money for the repair of highways and
bridges and determine the amount.
Art. 6.—To raise money for schools and determine the
amount.
Art. 7.—To see if the town will adopt Chapter 29 of
the laws of 1899, relating to highways and bridges or
take Sinj action thereon.
Art. 8.—To see if the town will vote to reappropriate
the sum of two hundred and fifty dollars ($250) for the
care and maintenance of the Fitzwilliam gasoline street
lighting system for the whole or such part of the ensuing
fiscal year as can be arranged to the best advantage of
the town by the board of selectmen, or whether the tow^n
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will vote to return all its rights and title in the Fitzwil-
liam street lighting system to the subscribers to the Fitz-
william street lighting fund.
Art. 9.—To see if the town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of three hundred dollars ($300) to be
expended upon the highw^ay between the railroad crossing
at Fitzwilliam Depot and the foot of Depot Hill (so called)
and appoint a committee to expend the same.
Art. 10.—To see if the town ^11 raise and appropriate
a sum of money not exceeding seventy-five dollars ($75) for
the building of an eight-foot board fence fori the protection
of the public highway from drifting sno^^ adjacent to the
residence of lyirs. C. F. Gowan, Thomas Blodgett and
W. J. Whitcomb.
Art. 11.—To see if the town ^nll vote to pass any
resolutions or take any other action in observance of the
death on Feb. 20, in London, of the Earl Fitzwilliam.
Art. 12.—To see if the town will vote to heat the
Columbian school building by means of steam and raise
and appropriate a sum of money not exceeding three hun-
dred dollars ($300) for the same.
Art. 13.—To see if the town will raise the sum of fifty
dollars ($50) to paint the lower entry in the town hall,
and build and paint a ticket ofiice at the head of the
stairs in the town hall.
Art. 14. To see if the town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate a sum of money not exceeding seventy-five dol-
lars for Memorial Day, to be expended under the direction
of the G. A. R.
Art. 15.—To see if the town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of fifty dollars ($50) for the purpose of
rewriting and otherwise preserving the early town and
church records that have and are rapidh' becoming almost
illegible, and choose a committee to have charge of the
matter and the expenditure of the appropriation.
Art. 16.—To see if the town will vote to adopt the
provisions of Chapter 105 of the Laws of 1901, in rela-
tion to political caucuses and conventions.
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Art. 17.—To see if the town will vote to authorize the
selectmen to purchase of the Fairbanks company a new set
of standard weights and measures for the use of the town
sealer of weights and measures, and pay for the same out
of any money in the treasury not otherwise appropriated.
Art. 18.—To see what action the town will take in re-
gard to the appointment of a liquor agent for the ensuing
year.
Art. 19.—To see if the town will vote to release Walter
J. Whitcorab, tax collector for the year 1891, abating the
accumulated interest if he pays the principal.
Art. 20.—To see if the town will vote to adopt the
provisions of Chapter 33 of the Laws of 1901 providing
for the appointment of public weighers and defining their
powers and duties.
Art. 21.—To see if the town will vote to discontinue
the road from the fork of the next beyond the forks of the
road by the Forbush house (so-called), westerly to near
the watering tub, it being a part of the old road leading
from Fitzwilliam to Richmond.
Art. 22.—To see if the town will vote to discontinue
the road from near the house of Ira Prentice northerly to
where it meets the road from Fitzwilliam Depot to Howe-
ville.
Art. 23.—To see if the town will vote to appropriate
the two hundred and fifty dollars raised for street lighting
purposes, and now in the town treasur3% for the purpose
of painting the town house, or take any vote on the same.
Art. 24.—To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of one hundred dollars to defra3' the
expense of observing old home week, or take any action
thereon.
Art. 25.—To see if the town will vote to instruct the
selectmen to lay out and build a piece of highway, begin-
ning near a point in the highway on the Royalston road
leading to the place of Albert H. Hayden, running in a
northeasterly direction over the Grant farm (so called) to
a point near the Handy bridge (so called) and raise and
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appropriate the sum of one hundred and fifty dollars to
build the same.
Given under our hands and seal this twenty-fourth day
of February, in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
two.
HENRY C. TENNEY,
DAVID H. FIRMIN,
Selectmen of Fitzwilliam.
A true copy.—Attest:
HENRY C. TENNEY,
DAVID H. FIRMIN,
Selectmen of Fitzwilliam.
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